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Message from Vice President
Richard Cousineau C.E.T.

As predicted this winter has not been too hard on us in the GTA 
and I hope everyone is getting out there to capture some great 
moments using some of the knowledge you have learned along 
the way by being a member of the APC and by the inspiring
speakers we’ve recently had. January brings us Gary Ray Rush and 
Tim Roth in February and many more to come. We have a new
session of the 52 week photo challenge, Ron’s many classes and 
who can’t resist the great deserts on the social nights at Debbie’s.

The exec team has been working hard changing exhibits, created 
the new constitution and bylaws that are posted in the discussion 
section of the Meetup site. Our membership numbers remain close 
to the 100 mark and the executive team hopes we can continue 
to grow and all learn from each other from the many educational 
components we offer in a class environment or mentorship
program or from the fabulous speakers at our monthly 
members meeting.

Regards,
Richard Cousineau C.E.T.
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Calendar

Jan 27  APC Photo Class: 
Lightroom: Develop 
Mode-The Fun Stuff

Jan 29  2nd APC Photo Clinic 
submission deadline

Feb 10  B&W Photo workshop 
with Brent Culp

Feb 12  APC Fun Social 
feedback night at 
Debbie’s Cafe

Feb 13  Orchid Show private 
Photo Session - Toronto 
Botanical Gardens

Feb 20  Flash Workshop with 
Michael Willems

Feb 23  APC Montly Meeting 
with guest speaker 
Tim Irvivng: Bear 
and Wilderness 
Photography

Red-Shouldered Hawk by Nick Janushewski
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APC Member Meeting:
Tuesday, January 26, 2016  
with Keynote Presenter  
Gary Rush

Gary Ray Rush is an accomplished photographer 
specializing in portraiture and fine art photography. 
Gary’s portraits of professionals in the arts and business 
can be found displayed in lobbies and boardrooms and 
awards ceremonies; published on corporate website 
and printed on book covers and book sleeves. His 
performer head-shots are frequently on display in the 
lobbies of play houses and dance theatres. His portraits 
have been published in newspapers and magazines 
locally, nationally and internationally.

Gary’s fine art is represented by The Elaine Fleck Gallery 
and his landscapes and macro-pan photographs hang 
in living spaces and workspaces around the globe. Gary 
is also the director of The Elaine Fleck Gallery a leading 
contemporary fine art gallery situated in the heart 
of Toronto’s art and design district. An experienced 
educator, Gary’s passion for teaching equals his love for 
capturing outstanding images.

Through Gary Ray Rush Photography Workshops, 
Gary has written and delivered countless workshops 
to photo enthusiasts and professionals on the art and 

techniques of photography. He also regularly conducts 
his workshops through Vistek Canada, The Elaine Fleck 
Gallery and to The Toronto District School Board Staff.

To see more of Gary’s photography and workshops, 
please visit his website at garyrayrushphotography.com

The Zone System Seminar Overview 
The Zone System is a technique formulated by Ansel 
Adams & Fred Archer in the 1930s that provides a 
standardized way of working that guarantees a correct 
exposure in every situation, even in the trickiest lighting 
conditions.

This seminar has been designed to teach you the basics 
of the Zone System as applied to digital photography. 
The class will finish with a focus on applying the Zone 
System to processing black & white images.

What You Will Learn
• How to see what your camera’s light meter sees

•  An introduction to the eleven zones of tones and how 
your camera measures them

•  When shooting in manual mode, how to adjust your 
exposure settings to achieve richer, more vibrant 
exposures

• How to solve all kinds of exposure issues

• How to adjust the exposure of selected parts of your 
image in post production
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Sports Photography 
with Angela McMullen

Don’t Worry About the Noise 
Shooting amateur sports often means shooting in less than optimal 
conditions, especially at indoor venues. To compensate for low-
light, photographers must raise the ISO on their cameras to capture 
the action, and this results in noisy images or images with a lot of 
grain. However, a noisy sports image is not necessarily a bad image 
(and in fact, noise sometimes gives an action shot more punch 
and grittiness), and you should think hard before using that noise 
reduction slider in Lightroom or Photoshop Camera Raw. 

Why? Reducing the noise in an image also reduces its clarity by 
blurring. Try it yourself. When processing a RAW image taken with 
a high ISO (2500 or greater), magnify the image 200-percent and 
then reduce the noise using the Noise Reduction slider. See the 
difference? Your image has less noise but also less detail. 

So, when processing your sports and action shots, ask yourself 
which you would rather have: a great action shot with a little noise 
or a blurred image with little detail? And remember, I’m talking 
about noise here not focus. Still not convinced? Look at this image 
I shot at a Whitby Wolves’ hockey game. It’s noisy, but is still a good 
action shot.

Photography by Angela McMullen

Book of the 
Month
Within The Frame
by David duChemin

Within the Frame” is a about 
expressing your photographic 
vision, with the culture of people 
and places. Author David 
duChemin shows you both the 
how and the why of fi nding, 
chasing, and expressing your 
photographic eye. “Within the 
Frame” is about the passion of 
photography. How visual mass 
draws the eye into an emotional 
journey by capturing your 
attention. 

This book inspires you to make 
better images of the things you 
love, from around the world or 
in your backyard. The stories 
and technology emphasize the 
theme of photographic vision 
then make it fi t within the frame. 
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Ron’s Blog
Creativity in early 2016 will continue in 
the digital darkroom. 

In December I had the pleasure of being asked to help 
photograph the Durham Humane Society Pet Photos 
with Santa. It was a three-weekend shoot with six 
volunteer photographers from around the GTA. I had 
the last Sunday with 141 clients with multiple pets, from 
dogs and cats to guinea pigs and rabbits. The stage was 
set, Santa was ready, volunteers helped dress the pets 
with accessories and the challenge began. 

To get the pets to look into the camera, the owners were 
asked to stand behind me, 
while another assistant 
used bells, whistles and a 
blow horn behind my head 
to capture the attention of 
the pets. Here is one of my 
favourites:

I was deaf for about fi ve 
minutes after the blow 
horn went off behind my 
head. The shoot took just 
over 9 hours of capturing. 
The post processing, at 16 
hours, required following 
specifi c photo packages 
of many different sizes and fi le renaming. This was my 
fi rst photo project of this size. The fi nal images had to 
be done in 2 days and delivered to the printer. I asked 
myself how I could get this done quicker? 

This January we have post-processing classes with 
Adobe Lightroom: Developing a Workfl ow, Getting 
Organized and Tools of the Develop Mode. Everyone 
who uses Lightroom has their own workfl ow. For me, 
every hour of capture, means spending 2 hours in post. 
How do I improve effi ciency?

This past Wednesday our president Roy Robinson 
presented Lightroom: Getting Organized. Whether 
you copy, add or move images within your library, Roy 
teaches how important it is to get organized. I really 
like the analogy of your images being the room of a 
library with thousands of books, and getting organized 
requires you to make up your own card catalog to 

index these images. Using the tools of Ranking, Colour 
Coding, and Flagging creates your index of fi lters to 
fi nd all your images. Roy teaches the time invested to 
categorize your images can save you much time to fi nd 
your images in the future. This is an important fi rst step 
to increasing your effi ciency. Thank you Roy for taking 
the time to show us this.

In mid January, Andrew Patrick of Epson Canada 
showed us how to prepare our images for printing. How 
to choose the better colour space, format and resolution 
for printing your images. Each member got to take 
home an incredible image to frame. We have asked 
Andrew to come back to repeat this fun workshop for 
other members. This helps encourage more members 

to participate in the APC 
printed competition.

In late January, I will show 
APC members using 
Lightroom some of the 
more advanced tools in 
Develop mode. We’ll cover 
radial fi lters, graduate 
fi lters, spot removal, 
and brush techniques. 
Also, we’ll go over a few 
techniques to save you 
time such as creating your 
own presets to apply to a 
set of images. Learning the 
advantages of snapshot vs 

virtual copy to save time.

February classes will be about Dramatic Light. Dramatic 
light in black and white photography will be with 
accomplished photographer Bret Culp on Wednesday 
February 10th at the McLean Center. Learning to use 
your External Flash for dramatic lighting: using manual, 
compensation, rear curtain sync, rapid repeat fl ash 
and high-speed sync, will be on February 17th. This 
class will have some interesting demonstrations. On 
February 24th we will learn to apply these techniques to 
“Creating Dramatic Black and White Portraits” with Peter 
Gatt of the School of Photography. This will include high 
contrast lighting techniques with a model.

Much to learn, much to apply…. 

Ron Pereux
APC Creative Director
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Photoshop Tips & Tricks
with Chris Noronha

Eyedropper Tool Tip 
You can use the Eyedropper tool to pick colours from all 
areas of your screen - not just an active document, and 
not just within Photoshop! This is great if you want to 
adjust colours to match a specifi c colour or tone.

With the eyedropper tool active, click within a 
Photoshop document fi rst, and then drag outside of that 
window (while still holding the mouse button) onto the 
object you’d like to sample - In any application.

Food Photography Tips
with Laurie J. Taylor

Natural Light is Key!
A little secret to capturing mouth-watering food photos 
is simple... turn off all the overhead lights and use 
natural light from a nearby window. Try not to put the 
dish in direct sunlight, in food photography you usually 
don’t want harsh shadows. And remember food always 
looks better with lots of light. 

Another useful tip is to use a white card to bounce the 
window light to fi ll in the shadows. So, the next time you 
make a scrumptious snack, pull out your camera and 
snap away (works great with your smart phone camera 
as well)! 
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Governance  
Constitution and Bylaw update by Roy Robinson

When APC formed over 5 years ago they worked 
with the town of Ajax. One of the items our 
founders created in 2010 at inception was a 
Constitution document. This document served 
us well in the first few years. Now, 5+ years later, 
the club has expanded in a number of important 
dimensions. No doubt as members you have 
witnessed some of these changes in the club. 
Several of the areas of the original constitution are 
out of sync with the current club operations. 

After several contributions, multiple revisions and 
many reviews the APC’s C&B are ready for the 
members to review and approve.

That approval is scheduled for 5 minutes during a 
special AGM at the February member meeting.

As a pointer to members, here are some highlights.
Major changes here;

1.  Key: Clear distinction between Constitution  
and Bylaws (C&B)

•  Separation affords more flexibility to amend the 
bylaws to changing needs

•  Incorporate 5 year club learning and aligns with 
current club operations

•  Principle we applied was to guide and enable 
the Board and also afford flexibility for changes 
situations.

•  Board composition: 
 •  (-) removed Past president, creates 9 member 

board
 •  (+) defined six Program Director positions  

(similar to the original C&B)

•  The V-P role is appointed by board

•  With more defined responsibilities

•  The director roles include the term lead to 
accomodate cases where a committee does more 
of the work

•  Kept the rolling three year term concept

•  Increased the definition of the financial 
responsibilities of the Board

•  Clarified the Club objectives

•  Added more information about the Program 
offerings

•  Stipulated member contribution in a number of 
places

•  Provides for a stimulating and inspiring 
environment

•  Opened membership from Ajax residents to 
broader boundaries

•  Defined Age of Majority for membership
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APC Exhibits & Competitions 
with Bob Wilson

Competitions 
13 members of APC submitted 58 images into the 
annual GTCCC inter-club Open Challenge Competition. 
There were over 2031 images submitted by 17 clubs. 
The new format expanding the number of categories 
certainly generated an increase in participation. During 
the next month the host clubs will prepare for the 
judging event which takes place on March the 12th.  
This is a closed judging session which runs all day  
using 16 judges and 3 host clubs with 3 training clubs  
as a support team. Ajax is one of the clubs in training  
to be the host for 2017. The results of the competition 
are announced at a formal Awards Gala on April 2nd  
at the Hilton Hotel in Markham. Further details on  

this event are forth coming and all APC members are 
invited to attend.

Our year end print competition will take place at our 
May members meeting. Details and rules will be posted 
as a meetup on our site. I encourage all members to 
pick 1 of their images from their portfolios and consider 
entering this club event.

Exhibitions
APC will be exhibiting our member’s work at the main 
Library on Harwood Ave this coming April for about 2 
weeks in the HMS Room. It is the core section of the 
library and it is constantly being book by community 
groups and the town departments for meetings. They’ll 
get a lot of traffic. Each framed image will identify the 
APC photographer

The Debbies on Harwood exhibit will continue to be 
refreshed every 5-7 weeks using the images from our 
Xmas Fun competition. All of the entries will be 
exhibited during one of the cycles.

The Rouge Valley Hospital exhibit featuring two of our 
member photographers is going to relocate due to an 
expansion in the west wing. The new location will be 
announced and our two new featured photographers 
will be Richard Cousineau and John McDonnell. They 
will be on display for 4 months.

If anyone hears of a display space that needs interesting 
images, please advise Frans or Bob.

Sunrise Ontario by Roy Robinson Sandhill Crane in Flight by John Stager
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Michael Willems is Back!!!! 
“Hands-On Off-Camera Flash” Part 2 
Saturday, February 20th, 2016 • 1:30 to 4:30 pm at Rotary Park Pavilion
177 Lake Driveway, Ajax • Sign up now (space is limited)

Hello. I am Michael Willems, photographer and 
educator. Based in Brantford, Ontario, and working from 
the GTA, Las Vegas and Amsterdam, I help you in every 
way you need. 

My modern teaching methods make full use of 
interactivity and modern online  technology, and are 
aimed at you truly understand photography, from the 
technology to the art, in a minimum of time. 

My Background: An engineer by training, business 
executive by experience, and photographer and 
educator by choice, I have worked in 40 countries 
worldwide. 

I am a keynote event speaker, and I teach privately and 
to small groups, and at colleges and schools including 
Sheridan College of Art and Vistek. In past years, I 
taught at the School of Imaging and the Niagara School 
of Imaging (NSI). 

I have written for a number of photography magazines, 
and my work has appeared in The Globe and Mail, the 
National Post, The Toronto Sun, The Toronto Star, BBC, 
The Hamilton Spectator, West of the City, and many 
other newspapers and magazines. 

Workshop Outline: 
•  Review of the technical basics
•  How to set your camera: Common settings
•  How to use the OCF: TTL or Manual? 
•  How exactly does TTL work?
•  Pros and Cons of manual and TTL
•  How to drive the OCF: Light or Wireless?
•  Overview of Canon and Nikon Systems: Rear Curtain 

Sync, Highspeed Sync
•  How to use Pocketwizards (etc) Other Cameras 

Settings (WB, shutter, etc)
•  Modifi ers & Gels
•  Common Light Schemes: Butterfl y, Loop, Rembrandt, 

Edge Lighting 
•  Common Camera Positions: Broad, Short lighting 

putting it into practice
•  Single portrait Group Portraits
•  Artistic Portraits using just 1 or 2 OCF fl ashes

Check out Michael’s Website and Blog
www.michaelwillems.ca  &  www.speedlighter.ca
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